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November 2007

The December monthly meeting  on Wednesday, 5
th

 December will be a Film Night at

the RSL Hall, Col. Light Gardens.

The December Event is the Norton Summit Hill Climb re-enactment on Sunday, the 9
th

. of

December.  The smudgy picture on page 7 describes the 1905 event

Meet at the Tower Hotel car park off Magill Rd, just above the Penfold Rd intersection, at

10.00 for morning tea. Departure at 10.30. After the climb there will be a BYO lunch at the

Kensington Gardens Reserve, enter off the Parade. Everyone is encouraged to go to the top this

year.  Last year's winner was the Radloff  Rover !

No January monthly meeting, but there will be a  Breakfast Run on the 6
th

. January,

details will be given  in the December Bulletin.

Finally, looking forward to 2008,  there will be the National Veteran 1 & 2 Cylinder

Rally at Forbes, NSW  from  the 27th April to the 2nd of May,

and the National Veteran Car Club “Canberra Spring Tour from  the 28
th

 October to

the 1
st
 of November; entry forms from the Rally Secretary (02) 6241 3169.

Past Event:- MANNUM WEEKEND RALLY  ----- 10TH AND 11TH NOVEMBER, 2007 

 Most of the entrants met on the Saturday morning at the Crafers Hotel car park for the

picturesque run through Stirling, Adgate and Bridgewater to our morning tea stop (on the side of the

road in the main street!) at Callington.  It is doubtful whether the streetscape has changed much for

100 years or more but the presence of  Ray Warren has certainly livened things up for motoring

enthusiasts at any rate!  In one location, we were able to inspect  a wonderful old Hotchkiss Special

(with massive Amsherst Villiers supercharger) which is believed to have had some competition

history in the UK, a Lancia-Ford Special and an unusual AC three-wheeler as well as quite an

extensive collection of "bits and pieces". Then nearby is Ray’s "Aladdin’s Cave" comprising a line-
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up of three-wheeler Morgans (with JAP and Matchless engines) and several motor cycles, most

notably a superb Brough Superior, a veteran Matchless and a variety of other "toys".

 Moving on, we had a picnic lunch at Murray Bridge then drove to Mannum for a very

pleasant natter on the riverbank lawns before going down to the PS Marion to prepare for the night.

I must say I was rather dreading that this might have proved a bit difficult but though the cabins

were rather "compact", the beds (actually bunks) were very comfortable and I for one had an

excellent night's sleep! We had a pre-dinner "party" on the rear open deck and dinner was at the

local RSL Club.

 

In the morning, after a chat in the saloon we adjourned for an excellent breakfast in

the dining room. Altogether it was a great experience and an insight into what it must have been

like to travel on the Murray in a paddle steamer all those years ago.

 On Sunday morning we took the short drive to the "Old Days and Old Ways" museum

where there is a vast collection of stationary engines and farm machinery and a massive array of

household items, dolls, toys and what-have-you! In due course we set sail for Birdwood and a

picnic lunch (and a brief inspection of the exhibits) before going our own way home.

 Altogether it was a memorable weekend and we thank Phil and Trish Keane for their
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organisation (and for using the Saab as a barrier between our old Rover, which is particularly slow

on the uphill sections, and the rather hectic modern traffic) and to Don Tamblyn and Bronte for

arranging our accommodation (which was truly a highlight) and our evening dinner

acomplemented, as always, by the camaraderie and friendship which characterises weekends such

as this.

 The participants were:-

Don Tamblyn and Bronte 1909 Renault

Daphne and Barry Bahnisch   1912 Rover

Arthur Mullins, Peter and Noal            1912 Ford

 Jana and Bill Kent                           1913 Hupmobile

Howard Filtness and Jon Pyle          1913 Napier

Dudley Pinnock                                    1924 Austin Heavy 12/4

Marion and Bob Eglinton                     1937 Alvis

Claire and Stewart MacDonald            Jaguar E-type

Sheena and Tony Beaven                     Jaguar XJ6

 Laubsch                                     Modern 

Matthew Lombard                                Modern

Trish and Phil Keane                            Modern

Barry Bahnisch

TECHNICAL TIP

Glancing through a recent edition of the "Horseless Carriage" magazine from the USA there is

an article about the fitting of electric starters to veteran cars and, lo and behold, it is the system that

I "invented" over ten years ago (I wrote it up in our Veteran Car in SA in about the mid-1990's)!

Actually, it was a 1960's or so Triumph that I had previously seen that got me thinking. Triumphs,

often playing "catch-up", tried to emulate the successful Morris 1100 by putting a Herald motor

back to front in a boxy little FWD car, needless to say not many were sold and they were never

marketed in Australia. Anyway, upon opening the bonnet one was confronted with the flywheel,

with ring gear of course, whizzing around completely exposed, and the starter motor towards the

front of the engine, in the position normally occupied by the generator or alternator. This gave me

the idea of mounting a "drive plate" or sometimes called "flex plate" (which have an integral ring

gear) from a torque converter, somewhere aft of the clutch and a suitable starter motor to drive it.
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Since a drive or flex plate is normally relatively thin, I was unsure whether it would distort under

load (being designed to bolt on to, and be supported by, the torque converter) but I need not have

worried. Asking around, it soon became clear that Toyota Camry components were the way to go,

their geared starter motors are extremely strong, compact and quite light in weight. They also have

the added advantage of either rotation (according to the Camry model).

So, the method is to simply fit the drive/flex plate between the clutch and gearbox (in the case

of my Rover on a jack shaft coupling) and a suitably strong bracket to mount the starter motor. Such

a bracket would need to be adjustable because the meshing of the starter pinion in the ring gear is

quite critical on modern cars. I cannot comment in regard to tooth wear or failure (neither of which

may even happen) but I do know that if the pinion teeth do not engage deeply in the roots of those

of the ring gear the operation of the starter will be extremely noisy! Fitting the drive/flex plate was

quite simple in the case of the Rover, less so in the case of my Humber but, as with several others

that I have either fitted myself or assisted with, they have all been reasonably straightforward.

Actually, I found that finding a place for the battery has been the biggest challenge of all! With a

battery there is also the added benefit of converting the head and tail lamps with globes (also not

difficult) with the result that when I have to, I can drive my Rover at night (even in the metropolitan

area) much the same as any other car! The other thing that I have done is to fit a small alternator

(with in-built regulator) so that practically no maintenance is necessary (the first battery lasted

about 8 years!).

I have deliberately concentrated upon the principles of the system and not addressed the actual

fitting, as clearly that will differ from car to car. Rather than going into detail, anyone thinking of

going that way is welcome to have a look at what I have done and we could discuss going about

it.The components, by the way, are still quite readily available from motor wreckers and relatively

inexpensive. Whilst I have the utmost admiration for the traditionalists and their adherence to

crank-handle methods, there are safety issues, the cars are much more user-friendly and this would

undoubtedly be the best car modification/improvement that I have ever made.

Just a couple more points in closing. Camry starters are particularly vigorous and therefore

good for magneto ignition. Their flex/drive plates are just under a foot in diameter (which could be

an issue) although there are smaller ones on other cars and I have been told that pinion/ring gear

teeth are similar across most makes. I would be a little wary of starters from other cars, the experts
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tell me that with modern fuel injection (and ready starting) the life of some starter motors under

load is measured in seconds!

Barrry Bahnisch

Footnote: I have now been brought up to date on starter motors and now realise that there are quite

a number that can be mounted aft of the ring gear. I still, however, am inclined to favour Toyota

Camry starters because I have had good success with them (as have many others who have used

them on competition cars--even dragsters I believe!). I cannot vouch for some of the others, they

may not be robust enough to turn over veteran engines with their heavy flywheels.  BTB 

FOR SALE & WANTED

• For Sale: 1912 Overland roadster, red, subject of a recent complete interstate restoration but

now residing in Adelaide. A rare, interesting and practical veteran for reluctant sale for

$25,000 to a good home. Contact: Alex or Debbie Dixon on 8361 2656 or 041 2248988

• For Sale: One pair of Gray and Davis side lamps Model 638. Restored and ready to go.

Contact: Malcolm Roberts on 8332 5700

• For sale: Buick crankcase Models 24, 25 ? 1913 or 1914? ,  Buick 1915 C25 tourer tub

Good usable condition; Delco distributor ca 1915 6 cyl., dual points, good cap and Rotor

Contact: Kevin Brooks (07) 3356 0412 or 0412 720 035.

• For Sale Pair of Lucas side lamps, tops, rims fonts good, missing badges and one burner.

$450 ONO Contact: Peter Kennedy pkennedy@hanhenyuncken.com.au

• For Sale: 2 x 1898 Model self-generating lights for early steam car $1000 pair; 2 x

Rushmore electric sidelights, fork mounted, perfect condition $500 pair. Contact: Ray

Whyte (07) 3202 6972.

• For sale: 1924 Dodge 7-passenger tourer  Restored. $18,000 Contact: Roy Hull (07) 3209

8281

• For sale: 1924 Ford Model T Tourer Fully restored and running beautifully. Car has done 

very few miles since restoration. Historic registration, Engine No. C448683.

$16,500;   1929 Austin 7 Chummy Fully restored and running beautifully. Not registered –

has been on historic registration. Engine No. M88625 Lovely little car ready for rallying.

$11,800  1908/1915 Rubes Single twist horn Meticulously restored and complete with
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5 foot brass extension and all fittings. Approx 8” face.  $550 ono Contact: Trevor

Paynter – home (08) 8325 2886  mobile 0416 222026

• Wanted: MG Y Type. any parts. Contact: Alan Robinson (07) 3201 1986.

• Wanted: Pre-1919 Model T tourer, fully restored. Contact: Tom & Jan Callow (07) 4782

6258 or 0419 826 258.

• Wanted: “Beemax” or similar switch; Humberette 1914 water cooled barrel; Parts for

1913/1914 Humberette  Contact: Kevin Brooks (07) 3356 0412 or 0412 720 035.

• Wanted : 24” Steel Sankey wheels   6 stud/12 spoke for 1910/1911 Model J 12hp Standard.

Contact: Syd Norman (07) 4956 4063.

• Wanted: Howes & Burley (H&B) brass lights: 1 x Left hand gas Headlight Model 902C; 1x

left hand oil side lamp Model 1008; 1 x tail lamp. Contact: Paul Blake (07) 3878 6483.

• Wanted: SA  motoring History Books Nos. 4, 7, 8 and 11. I have a spare copy of No. 1 to

swap. Contact: Rob Elliot 0415697162.

• Wanted: Small veteran car, cyclecar or motorcycle with sidecar, in good running order,

Contact: Rob Elliot 0415697162

Wanted: Whereabouts of this chassis left after the late Geoff Johnson’s auction at 

Woodside. Contact: Ross on (08) 8536 2762

• 
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